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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are developing an order processing application that uses
the ADO.NET Entity Framework against a SQL Server database.
Lazy loading has been disabled. The application displays orders
and their associated order details. Order details are filtered
based on the category of the product in each order. The Order
class is shown below.
The OrderDetail class is shown below.
The Product class is shown below.
The Category class is shown below.
You need to return orders with their filtered list of order
details included in a single round trip to the database.
Which code segment should you use?
A. Option A
B. Option D

C. Option C
D. Option B
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
ALL computer programming languages are vulnerable to command
injection attack.
A. True
B. False
Answer: B
Explanation:
The majority of software vulnerabilities result from a few
known kinds of coding defects. Common software defects include
buffer overflows, format string vulnerabilities, integer
overflow, and code/command injection. Some common languages
such as C and C++ are vulnerable to all of these defects.
Languages such as Java are immune to some of these defects but
are still prone to code/ command injection and other software
defects which lead to software vulnerabilities.

NEW QUESTION: 3
What's the gateway in the global configuration? (Choose three.)
Router(config)#ip route vrf blue 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 192.168.1.1
Router(config)#ip route vrf red 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 192.168.1.2
A. If you type "show ip route vrf blue" you will see
"192.168.1.1 as gateway of last resort".
B. If you type "show ip route" you will see "Gateway of last
resort it not set".
C. Global routing table does not overlap with VRF routing
tables.
D. If you type "show ip route vrf red" you will see
"192.168.1.1 as gateway of last resort".
E. If you type "show ip route vrf blue" you will see
"192.168.1.2 as gateway of last resort".
Answer: A,B,C
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